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From the editor,
As it stands now, I have Speleo-Spotlighted at least all the members who go caving and/or attend meetings on a
regular basis. A few expressed their desire to not be spotlighted. In the September issue I didn’t spotlight
anyone. So, I took the editor’s prerogative to spotlight myself in this issue. I enjoyed reminiscing through my
20+ years of caving and condensing it into one page; I did however use a second page to show a few pics of me
caving at my “Army weight”.
Our effort to reach out for some new (younger) cavers has been fruitful. My last couple trips included several
new cavers from Shippensburg Univ., Messiah College and a couple of members reeled in via the website and
the Carnegie Cave user email list. The impact of this will be a revisiting of a lot of caves to introduce them, and
some of our current members, to caves we have previously done. This time around I should be able to lead
instead of just follow someone else. Also may get involved with a cave gate repair and we are trying get a
survey project to work on next summer, and there is the Sprig MAR we are sponsoring in May 2011.
The Cleversburg sink Water Study has gone through a lot of “Ups and Downs”. In the last two quarters we have
charted the water level drop from 30’ in March, all the way down to three feet and then make a dramatic 20 foot
climb almost over night after a two inch rain event in December. (See chart on page 18)
Also, please remember that the newsletters are posted on our Web site in LIVING COLOR, and really look
great. Thanks to Gordy, Dane, Terry, Alan, Ron, Kerry, Matt, Pat and Prof. Feeney for contributing photos,
articles, quotes, charts, scanning and photo shop support.
Ken Tayman, Editor
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Speleo-Spotlight...
Ken Tayman

NSS # 32074

FCG # 86

y first cave trip was with my brother’s scout trip to
Schetromps Cave near Hagerstown in 1987. I
always describe it as like being on the surface of
the moon. I later contacted the NSS and asked for
information regarding grottos near me in PA, and that is how
I got hooked up with Franklin County Grotto.

M

At the first meeting I attended, they had a June 1964 issue of
the National Geographic magazine opened to the Cass Cave
centerfold, with a caver on a cable ladder climbing up the
150’ Lacy Suicide Falls. They were discussing a very recent
trip there. I knew I wanted to do it. That turned out to be my
first vertical caving trip.
My first three trips with FCG were Butler/Sinking Creek,
Cass and a Wildcat/Culverson Creek trip down to the 40’
high log jam. If you want to really hook someone on caving
that was a good start. My long time caving mentors were Pat
Minnick and Howard White. It was Roman Barvinchack
who got me started vertical. He trained me up for Cass and
shadowed me on that trip. He got me into digging for cave.

Ken after exiting Harper’s Pit, WV
high in the side of a 60 foot pit, and a final 20’ drop ending
in a deep water lake where you had to de-rig while treading
water and swim to the shallow edge of the lake.

My toughest trip was the “loop” in Hosterman’s Pit. That
was very challenging, (15’ Clay Bank, Nevin’s Heaven,
Subway, Pipe Pit and West Hall Falls) This was the first
time my boot laces froze while walking back to the truck.

I guess my worst trip was when I slipped in a crevice in
Cave Mountain, banged my knee on a ledge and broke my
leg. Luckily there were several groups in the cave that day,
and was in the emergency room about 6 hours after the slip.

I have always been cautious when accepting an invitation to
go caving with Terry McClanathan, but I did get in my
longest drop in 202’ “Whispering Well” in Bains Spring
Cave in Virginia. He also took me on my TAG trip where I
did Neversink and McBrides.

My tightest crawl was the York Extension in Cleversburg
Sink, PA. This is a couple body lengths of one arm forward,
one arm trailing, push your helmet forward a couple of
inches, scratch yourself forward a few inches using only
finger nails and toes. Couldn’t take a complete breath
because the passage is too narrow to breath.

McBrides in Alabama, was probably my favorite trip. Hiked
up a ravine to a slot in the side of the mountain, donned
wetsuit and proceeded on a seven drop, pull down, though
trip. The last 4 drops where all wet, including an in the water
90’ waterfall, a water crawl exiting through a 15” x 36” slot

I am currently a retired Army Sergeant Major, after 24 years
with assignments to Korea, Japan, First Cavalry Division, Ft
Hood Texas, Ft Ritchie and Ft Meade.
by Ken Tayman
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Return to Cass
By Terry McClanathan NSS 12103

Being a vertical enthusiast, Cass was, of
course, one of my favorite caves. During the early
years I enjoyed many fun and challenging trips
there. It had been nearly twenty years since my
last visitation. In fact, the last time was a Franklin
County Grotto trip. Shortly after that access issues
developed. There were rumors of closure by the
owner. Fish and Wildlife was taking issue because
of the bats. I made inquiries and was informed
that the cave was to be considered closed. Then
there was WNS. Fortunately there were plenty of
other exciting things to do in TAG and elsewhere,
so I decided to leave well enough alone.

loaned to us by John Harman was mine to
manage.
The small entrance began as a
climbdown to a 20 foot pit. This led to a short
stooping passage which quickly deteriorated to
hands and knees and then a belly crawl. This
section was well decorated but also generously
coated with thick, sticky mud: you know what I
mean, the kind that just sticks to everything in
heavy clumps. I was glad I’d opted to wear my
PVC suit instead of a regular cave suit. The
passage continued in this manner for several
hundred more feet. Both the rope and my pack
were resembling big muddy “snowballs”. In places
there were areas of thickly packed clear straws.
All in all the passage was not very much fun, but
the pretties helped some.

I’d heard of the existence of a second
entrance for quite some time. I’d also known that
Gangsta Mappers under the leadership of Bob
Zimmerman had special permission to complete
the mapping project begun over a decade earlier.
Brian Masney, a Morgantown area caver and
active with the GVKS, invited me on what could
be one of the final mapping trips. I was interested
in going in the “new” entrance, and of course just
being in the cave again after all those years
would be a real treat too. The trip was scheduled
for the last weekend of October.

This was Brian’s third or fourth trip and, as
we neared the connection area, he gave me a
little background history. Brian told me the
connection was actually made from the Cass side.
In the early 90’s some aid climbing in the vicinity
of
the
high
dome
containing
the
splattermites(located just past the end of the Big
Room) lead to a couple of up-trending fissures.
Explorers freeclimbed up a twentyish foot pit
which seemed to dead end except for a small
channel in the ceiling. There seemed to be a void
on the other side of a mud plug at the top of the
pit. They pushed the mud wall over and found
themselves in a passage with footprints. The
connection to Cass Annex had been made.

Upon arrival, I was surprised to see so many
of the regular GVKS cavers present. Several
teams with different objectives would be working
in the cave simultaneously. For our team,
consisting of just me and Brian, our goals were
photography, a vertical profile of the connection
area, and a dig/survey at the end of one of the
newly discovered passages leading from the top
of the Big Room.

Brian led me through the body length low
spot where the plug used to be to the twenty foot
pit. Below this were a couple of climbdowns and
then we were standing on a sloping ledge with
the vastness of the splattermite dome before us.
The dome extends upward into blackness. Aaron
Moses told me he is hoping to get the opportunity
to aid climb it sometime in the future, but he
currently has a lot of other climbing projects and
wasn’t sure when that might be. I did a vertical
profile of the connection area, and then Brian and

Brian lead me to the Cass Annex entrance,
which I’d never been to before. He said we’d have
to do a pull down since he thought that part of
the cave had been derigged. He said that
entrance was not very popular due to muddy
conditions and lots of crawling. He was taking a
lot of photo gear, so the 180’ pull-down rope
6

I rigged the 180’ rope for a pull down rappel.
After clearing some very substantial loose stuff
from the sloping ledge, we rappelled down 71
feet to the bottom of the dome. We pulled and
coiled John’s rope,
which was by now
quite muddy. It
would be coming
out of the cave with
us.

canyon. The floor was a series of rimstone dams,
but with sections of deep sucking mud between
many of them. After floundering through a couple
of these, it became apparent that traversing
ledges
at
other
levels
was
the
preferred route. We
followed this for 600
or 700 feet to the
“end”. That’s where
we
encountered
Mark Minton and
Yvonne
Droms.
Mark was nearing
completion of a
dome climb and
Yvonne
was
belaying him.

Next we proceeded
into the Big Room.
We could hear the
waterfall whispering
in the distance at
the far end. The
new survey effort
had
resulted
in
several aid climbs
Our dig was
up the walls of the
just past them at
room in search of
floor level.
Brian
more cave. These
took his hammer
met with success as
and went to work on
several
new
the
lead.
Mark
passages
were
announced that he
discovered. A rope
was finished with
hung
enticingly
the
climb
and
down what seemed
wanted to get a
to be about the
measurement on it.
middle of the Big
I climbed up with
Room.
Brian
my hundred foot
thought this had the
survey tape. Mark
potential to make a
passed some of his
great shot but we
aid climbing gear
Many of you will recognize this as the Big Room in Cass. Brian
needed
more
and drill off to me.
Masney took this photo showing a caver (me) suspended about
personnel than just
The dome taped at
sixty feet from the floor on rappel from the Celestial Skyway, an
he and I to pull it
50’. Later that night,
aide climb by Aaron Moses which leads to one of the new
off. We would do it
Bob
Zimmerman
passages found during the re-survey.
on the way back out
informed us that the
when others already
top of the dome
in the cave would
established a new
be available to man flashes. This particular route
high point for the cave. Bob also volunteered that
had been climbed by Aaron Moses.
the new vertical extent for Cass was 323’. The dig
Brian was working on proved to be a no-go. While
The drop was just over a hundred feet free,
Mark and Yvonne derigged and removed
and after an awkward section at the top, lead to a
hardware from the fifty foot dome, Brian and I
muddy passage of walking dimensions. This
tied in and set four new stations for about a
passage has been dubbed the Celestial Skyway. It
hundred feet of survey.
turned out to be a fairly straight multi-level
7

The four of us retreated more or less together
back to the beginning of the Celestial Skyway at
the top of the Big Room. Brian recruited Mark and
Yvonne to help set up his intended photo of the
Big Room with a person on rope dead center.
After providing me with several large flash bulbs
and instructions, he went down to set up the shot
with Mark and Yvonne shooting flashes from
various spots in the room. When he was all set
up, he signaled me to start rappelling. I was to
stop about forty feet down and flash, while Mark
and Yvonne lit up from floor level. We made
several attempts until Brian was eventually
satisfied that he’d captured the desired effect. I
haven’t seen the photo yet but I am looking
forward to seeing it sometime in the near future.
Not everything went smoothly and I ended up
spending a long time in my rappel seat. It took a
while for circulation to resume when I finally did
touch down.

“Quotes of the Quarter”
“Don’t haul your pee out in a Ziploc bag”
MC re DT’s attempt to carry out human waste from cave.

“The bat tree is gone!”
PM re Old hollow snag used by hibernating bats.

“I’ll bring a tube of K-Y Jelly”
RE re KT’s concern for tight Walnut Ridge Cave entrance.

CAVE BUCK$
As of September 20, 2010

Franklin County Grotto sponsors a "Cave
Bucks" program that solicits voluntary
contributions from its cavers of $1.00 per cave
visited during the month. The money collected
is then forwarded to a Cave conservancy or
other organization for the specific purpose of
buying or leasing caves.

By the time we finished up with the
photography, other lights were appearing high up
the walls of the Big Room. It was time to start out
so as to minimize the bottleneck at the main
drop. Yvonne and Mark climbed first, then me. I
had a moderately heavy pack plus John’s 180
mud covered rope tethered below me and the last
time I’d climbed that drop I was only in my early
40’s, not 61. It took me a while to get up those
159 feet.

On September 20, 2010, FCG approved $75
cave buck contribution to WVCC to help offset
expenses incurred with the acquiring of
Culverson creek (Wildcat) entrance.

Brian soon followed, and the two of us
started our exit as other teams were tandem
climbing the drop. The cave was drier than I
remember ever seeing it, so the 150’ water crawl
wasn’t very intimidating. After that, it’s just an
easy walk for about 700’ and we were out by
about 9:30,having spent about 11 hours in the
cave. It was nice to see some new parts of the
cave after all those years. After the survey is
complete, the access status will likely remain
tenuous at best. If Aaron has plans to climb the
splattermite dome, I suppose there may still be a
trip or two in my future, or at least I hope so.
Many thanks to Bob Zimmerman and the Gangsta
Mappers for all their efforts in the re-survey
project. Special appreciation to Aaron and Mark
for their climbing exploits, and thanks to Brian for
including me and taking me in the Cass Annex
entrance. I had a great trip.

Since starting in February 1998, FCG has
collected and donated $958.00 to the following
organizations:
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Tytoona Cave Preserve

$ 40

Southeastern Cave Conservancy

$ 54

Pennsylvania Cave Conservancy

$232

West Virginia Cave Conservancy

$271

Mid-Atlantic Karst Conservancy

$346

Total

$958

Lightner’s Side Trip
Dane and Ally Wagle & Travis Russo
ur Lightner‟s experience started
on the wrong side of the fence.
Literally. We had a map to the
cave, but we must have misinterpreted
it somewhere along the line, because
we ended up patting horses on the
rump as we meandered through fields
looking for the gate with the kiosk.
There‟s some truth to the saying that
getting there is half the fun.

O

Novice caver, Travis, finally pointed out
a different roadway, and we found the
entrance - on the other side of the
fence. After reaching the kiosk and
gearing up we began our search for the
actual cave entrance. When we finally
located it, we realized that it had
moved since the last time Dane was
there, but perhaps that‟s because the
last time was in January and everything
looked different.
Dane tied off to a tree and went down
Travis showing a little “exhilaration” on his first in-cave drop..
first to rig the first pit. In the meantime,
Travis was recovering from his anxiety
over trespassing, and Ally did handstands by the entrance to amuse herself. Ally was
first to rappel the pit - a great free rappel - and readied herself to belay first-time vertical
caver, Travis. Travis had practiced rappelling at Shaffer Rocks and was comfortable
with his descent into the pit. He found the underground drop unique and exhilarating.
Dane followed & rigged the next drop. We took some neat photos of Ally and Travis as
they emerged into the larger room after crawling backward over the ledge and
squeezing through the tight part of the drop. Next was a 10-foot „nuisance‟ drop which
we negotiated without a hitch. Water levels must have been high, because Dane found
it wetter than it was on his January trip.
We were hoping to get to the VAR to set up camp before it got dark so we decided to go
just a little further before heading out. We climbed some slippery mud slopes and came
across a beautiful room with a floor sparkling with mineral deposits. Our exit went
smoothly until the last ascent when Allyson was mentally attacked by cave crickets “hundreds of thousands” of them. However, the most terrifying event was lurking on the
surface: Ken Tayman and Gordy Ley had stopped to check up on us were waiting at the
entrance! By Dane Wagle
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Fall VAR 2010
Friar’s Hole
October 1-3, 2010

G

ordy and I pulled out early on
Friday so we could stop by
Haynes Cave on the way down
and retake a few photos for a project he
was working on. We arrived at Haynes,
pulled out the camera gear and props and
walked 15 minutes to the cave. After
taking a several shots near the entrance,
we headed back into the saltpeter works.
Across old wooden planks, down into
the digs and back toward a vertical shaft
Gordy had seen on a previous trip.
He’d brought a 100’ rope along with his
cable ladder, and planned to use is as a
hand line to get into the dig at the bottom
of the shaft. It was a narrow shaft and
looked climbable from the top, but when
he slid down into it about 15 feet he felt
uncomfortable about continuing with
only a hand line and had to abort. Of Crookshank,
course that means going back again with
vertical gear and going to the bottom of the dig.

large 97 foot entrance drop into Friar’s Hole System

Back on the surface we cleaned up and headed
toward Friar’s Hole. Another FCG group was
planning to do the first couple drops in Lightner’s
and asked for us to check on them and make sure
they made it out ok. We only went out of our way a
couple miles and got to the 60’ Lightner’s Entrance
shaft just in time to see Travis climbing up the last
ten feet or so. After the group was out, we departed
and headed to the VAR camp and got camp set up
before dark.

Photo by Gordy ley

Saturday morning we made plans to do the 97’
Crookshank entrance. The VAR staff would already
have it rigged and we got permission to use their
rope. (later we would find this was probably not in
our best interest). The plan was for all of us to do
the drop and work our way to the Snedegar Sump.
After verifying the water was low enough to
continue through, Pat, Scott, Matt and Stitch would
return to Crookshank and climb out. I would guide
the rest through the sump and out Snedegars.
The pressure started when owner of the rope was
concerned that we would not be able to get back to
the rope and get out by the 4:30 pm deadline. That
would become even a bigger problem if the sump
was flooded and all eleven of us had to return and
climb out. We hadn’t even started yet and we were
already behind schedule! We just should have
tossed the 185’ rope to the young college guys and
asked them to carry the rope. That would have
relieved all the time constraints.

This was going to be a good size turnout for FCG.
There was Gordy and me, Dane and Alley Wagle
and Travis, Pat and Anne were coming plus there
were Matt, Scott, Stitch and Dave from the Messiah
College outdoor club that were joining us for the
first time.
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There were also a lot of last minute adjustments to
rigs at the top of the rope. Our Messiah guys had
done quite a bit of rock climbing and were familiar
with ropes and heights but not so familiar with
ascending. Travis had had a workout at Shaeffer
Rocks with Dane but he was still not really as
familiar with his gear as he should have been. We
had relaxed our “must have participated in a
vertical practice session with the grotto before
doing a vertical trip” rule, and we will tighten up
on that in the future. Gordy provided a bottom belay
and we all reached the bottom safely. (alive)

We continued left toward the stream passage,
plunge pools and water falls that would eventually
lead to the sump. Along the way we bumped into a
video crew who verified the sump was passable. At
this point Pat, Stitch, Matt and Scott departed back
to Crookshank to climb out and meet the rest of us
back at camp. I would lead on through the sump
(brrrrr).
On the way to the sump we had to cross some, deep,
cold plunge pools and then climb up a multilevel
waterfall. We were going to get wet anyway at the
sump so we didn’t try too hard to keep dry.

I had heard that some of the passages had partially
silted shut during a flood several years ago but
wasn’t quite sure where to expect it. We found it
soon enough. On my four previous trips thru the
crawl out the bottom of Crookshank there had
always been 20 inches of passage and there was
never a chance of not fitting. Our crawl quickly
narrowed to 10inches, small enough to block me
out. Stitch and Alley made it through, Gordy made
it about half of the twenty feet. I watched him
struggle. He was getting assistance from Stitch.
Some digging, plowing and pulling. It wasn’t pretty
as seen from my position just behind Gordy.
I called up Matt and a couple of the Messiah kids
and said there needed to be some landscaping
accomplished if we were going to
continue.

On my 3 previous trips through the sump (most
recently 14 years ago) the water was higher and we
just hugged the left bank, with about 9” of air space.
Couldn’t see more than 5 or 6 feet ahead. Just
followed the left wall and held you head out of the
water for 100 feet. This time was different!
As we approached the sump, we could see the entire
15’ width of the stream. When you bent over and
looked down stream you could see a hundred feet of
stream passage with only about 10” of air all the
way to black void at the end. It was scary to see that
long a water passage with so little air, and it was
going to be cold.

They did impress me!!! They dug in their
heels, dug, scraped and plowed the sandy
gravel out of the way. First one dug
through. Then a second went through and
improved the passage even more. They get
an A+ for earth moving.
When I got through the connection and
saw the “Terrible Crawl” to the right I was
really surprised as to how silted up it was.
This is a 500-600 foot crawl that leads
back into the cave toward the Rubber
Chicken connection. I had done it about
16 years ago and at that time it was an
obvious crawl that was easy to follow
even if your back was scraping the ceiling
most of the time. Now you wouldn’t even
know there was a passage there.

Ken T crossing a plunge pool near the bottom of the waterfall. Photo by Gordy Ley
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Gordy asked if I was sure this was the way. I said
“Yes” out loud, but inside to myself I was thinking
“I hope so.” Gordy got down in the water and
started crawling. Lots of ooohs and ahhs. Not much
talking, just a lot of splashing, and seven cavers
making progress as fast as possible. It took a few
minutes, but I did get through with out getting my
head wet. Others, in a different lane of traffic, did
have to do an ear dip along the way. We all made it.
It was thrilling.

changed their mind, retraced their steps back to the
bottom of Crookshank. They were wet and cold and
hungry. Another rope was rigged and they safely
climbed out. All in all, it was a good vertical
caving weekend. By Ken Tayman

Peipers Cave
December 4, 2010

Scott, from the Messiah College Outing Club had
been trying to get FCG to schedule a trip to Peipers
for several months. Finally everything came
together for Dec 6th. Since this trip required prior
permission, releases and a trip leader who had been
in the cave before, it was not a spur of the moment
trip. We had several new and potential members
who had expressed a desire to do Peipers, so we
invited them along. Cavers on this trip were Gordy,
me, new FCG member John Boswell, Pat Malden
(Ship) and Scott, Kris and Dan from Messiah. We
spent several hours crawling and snooping our way
through the maze of passages. All had a good time
Ken Tayman

Next immediate obstacle was the “Cobblestone
Crawl”, several hundred feet of sand, gravel and
rocks with about a foot of crawl space. This had
also been partially silted shut in that same flood. We
had to snow plow our way through like a bunch of
sea turtles. This took some time and was very tiring.
Once out of the crawl the rest was huge walking
passage of Snedegars with ceiling height between
15 and 60 feet. No Crawling and just a few climbs
over a chunk or two of breakdown, Exited about
100 yards from the tents.
An hour or so later, on the surface, we met up with
Pat and the group that had climbed out. All out and
safe. They mentioned a 3 person group rappelling
into the cave just as they were climbing out. Their
intention was to do a through trip (same as my
group did). One of their group knew the way and
they would not be needing the rope to get out. So
the rope was de-rigged and pulled out.
Later that night around 8:30 pm, I was approached
by someone we had met in the cave just as we
exited the Cobblestone Crawl, and asked how long
it should take to do our through trip. I told them it
depended on the ability of the group, anywhere
between two to four hours. They had friends that
had started the trip at 4:30 (the group that entered
while Pat was exiting) and they weren’t out yet. I
suggested that if they weren’t out by 9:00 they
should report it to the VAR staff.
To summarize, a group was sent up to the
Crookshank entrance around 10 or 11 and the
missing group was found at the bottom of the drop
waiting for someone to miss them and come looking
for them. They had made it halfway through the
sump, became unsure they were on the right trail,

Scott in connection to Hanging Rocks room.
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Photo by Ken T
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Walnut Ridge
November 6, 2010

Gordy also said that he had used a cable
ladder on his previous trip to get down the
50 foot entrance shaft. He would bring the
cable ladder and a rope.
Gordy and I rode up to the Dutch Country
Store in front of the cave property and met
up with Kerry and Ron. Kerry had
coordinated access. We would not need the
key because the gate was broken.

Gordy’s first attempt (with coveralls still on)

Photo b Ken Tayman

At the November meeting we couldn’t schedule
any grotto trips because everyone’s work and
hunting schedules were getting in the way. So we
decided to just try and pick up a trip or two when
we could, on short notice.

We perform the requisite hillside scrambling
for fifteen minutes and then found the
entrance. The gate lid was lying on the
ground about four feet from the entrance.
The first obstruction had been removed, but
just about five feet further down there was
another 3 inch wide ledge that severely
restricted access. My first impression was I
would not fit.

I was talking to Kerry Speelman when he
mentioned
Walnut
Ridge
Cave,
near
Shippensburg, PA. I had not heard of it before and
when I asked him about it, he suggested we get
together and do it.
The owners did not allow any Sunday caving, so
our only opening would be Saturday, November 6.
I contacted Gordy Ley to see if he was interested
and also emailed a new acquaintance to the grotto
and caving, Ron Emge.
Gordy sent me a few pics of the entrance, which
was extremely tight. I immediately questioned
Kerry if I should bring a book along to read when
I got squeezed out. Kerry said the entrance had
been “improved” since those pics were taken to
make it large enough to get the owner down into
the cave so he could see it and that I could
probably make it.

The 3” vertical ledge on the right has to go! Photo by Gordy Ley
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That took 15 minutes. I visited the
store, talked to owner’s daughter
and bought a coke. After about an
hour, I saw Kerry exiting up on the
hillside.
I rejoined the group. All had a
good time. When we had first
arrived on site, the owner requested
that we get someone to help repair
the gate. We are coordinating that.
I have since started a very good diet
and increased my exercise routine. I
will get into the cave when we
repair the gate for the owner in the
spring. (or have Allan shave a few
inches off the entrance crevice)
Kerry backing thru squeeze. Not much room to spare.

Photo by Gordy Ley

Ken Tayman.

Kerry made it through, and then Gordy tried. He
had to come back up and remove his coveralls and
then twisted and squirmed his way in. It was quite
discouraging for me to watch.
I did climb down and slid into the crevice up to
my waist and decided I was not going to strip
down, and twist and squirm my way into this
notch. I climbed back up and let Ron work his
way in.
And then I was alone!!
Staying on the surface while others cave is sort of
like staying on the surface while others in your
group take a SCUBA dive. You just can’t
appreciate what is going on down there, no matter
how much people try to describe it.
I walked down the hillside and checked out a
small cave we’d passed on the way in: Walnut
Bottom Cave. Apparently it used to be bigger, but
many years ago a hurricane (AGNES?) turned the
cornfield into a lake and all the water drained into
the cave thus filling it almost completely with dirt.
I could only crawl about six body lengths and saw
what could potentially be a couple of completely
silt filled passages.

Ron in the entrance shaft, at top of cable ladder.
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Photo by Gordy

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Vertical Practice
10/25/2010

(excerpts from USFWS report)

Pat ran a vertical practice at Shaeffer
rocks for w hat w e anticipat ed could
be several new vertical cavers that
had been to recent meetings. Pat,
Gordy and Ken T. show ed up to assist
w ith the training.

Currently, WNS and/or the fungus
(Geomyces destructans (G.d.), is found in
Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts,
Maryland, Missouri, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and West
Virginia, and the Canadian provinces of
Ontario and Quebec.

July 2010

The mountains and valley w ere both
in “ FULL” autumn color. It w as really
a nice setting. It w as getting dark
early since it is the last w eek before
the clocks w ould “ fall back” to
standard time.

Research conducted by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation,
Wildlife Pathology Unit has isolated fungal
spores off of a backpack, coveralls and a
fabric instrument bag upon exiting a cave.

It looked like none of the new bies
w ere going to show , so Pat rigged one
rope at the 55’ drop and he and Gordy
dropped and climbed once. Then just
about the time it started to rain,
William “ Jay” Bracket t w alked up.

Executive Committee Meeting
10/26/2010

There was an Executive Committee meeting
at Pat’s house to review and edit the draft
MOU for WASHCO concerning access to
Corker Hill and Frustration Pit.

He didn’ t bring any gear but Pat and
Gordy set him up w ith a rack and a
rope-w alker rig. Since he had never
used a rack or done any ascending,
they moved over to the shorter 15
foot drop and dropped a couple of
ropes.

Members present were Pat Minnick, Ken
Tayman, Ken Jones, Gordy Ley, Dane
Wagle and Anne Shepard.
There was some concern that by not being
detailed enough, we might be inviting
undesired activities, but if you try to cover
every possible contingency you would end
up with something similar to those warning
labels on step ladders.

Jay got a fairly quick class on using
the rack and then he did the drop. The
90 degree lip didn’ t seem to present
much of a problem. At the bottom
they fitted him into a modified ropew alker and had him climb up.

Anyway….., we made some worthwhile
corrections and now have a final draft MOU,
that Pat will forward to concerned
individuals at PCC, for their comment.
Hopefully they won’t want to edit it too
severely.

He got in second rappel and climb
then w e called it a night. He w ill need
to get in a couple more practice
sessions, and then w e w ill probably
schedule a graduation trip. 
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2011 Officers

Cave Dwellers Inherit 7
Billion Dollars

Chairman: Ken Jones
Vice-chair: Ken Tayman
Secretary: Pat Minnick
Treasurer: Anne Shepard
Member-at-Large: Gordy Ley
Member-at-Large: Dane Wagle

BUDAPEST, Hungary, -- Two brothers living in
a cave in Hungary said their fortunes have
dramatically reversed with a $7 billion
inheritance from a long-lost grandmother.
Brothers Zsolt and Geza Peladi, who live in a
cave outside Budapest and make money selling
junk found in the street, said charity workers
contacted them to inform them that they and a
sister who lives in the United States are
inheriting a $7 billion fortune from a
grandmother who recently died in BadenWurttemberg, Germany, The Daily Telegraph
(Britain) reported Wednesday.

Cleversburg Sink
Current water level
As of Dec 10, 2010, the water level in
Cleversburg Sink was:

"We knew our mother came from a wealthy
family but she was a difficult person and severed
ties with them, and then later abandoned us and
we lost touch with her and our father until she
eventually died," Geza Peladi, 43, said.

Up to the old gate
In the entrance room
>>Top of ladder
Mid-ladder
5th rung of ladder
Base of ladder
Knee deep
Sand room sump
2nd crawl sump
Dry

"If this all works out it will certainly make up
for the life we have had until now -- all we really
had was each other -- no women would look at
us living in a cave."
"But with money, maybe we can find a partner
and finally have a normal life. I understand it
was only while they were carrying out
genealogical research that lawyers found we
existed," he said.

Water is about 23’ deep, up 20’ since
December 1st
Checked by: Ken Tayman and
Prof. Tom Feeney

The brothers said they are attempting to track
down their mother's death certificate to prove
relation to their grandmother before traveling to
Germany.
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Recent Carnegie Cave Email-List Chatter
Ken, I led the Coventry Christian School
trip on the 6th and 8th of October. The
water level is extremely low considering
the rain we had had during the two
weeks prior to the trip. I realize I forgot
to update you. God bless, Paul Fisher,
Principal, Coventry Christian Schools

I came across the karst and FCG
website while trying to find some
information about Carnegie Cave. I
have never explored this cave, but
was hoping to check it out the week
of thanksgiving with a couple
friends. I'm happy to see that you
folks have posted information about
the cave, but I would like to make
sure of any permits or additional
rules that may apply. Is there a map
of this cave? any other tips? Would
you be able to send me the flyer? I
would have loved to come out to
one of the chapter meetings, but I
am in California right now and
won't be back until Thanksgiving
break.
Hello Ken, Thank you so much and
your entire network for all of the
information. We are going to go
ahead and try the cave on
Wednesday. The students are very
excited and it is hard to reschedule.
Paul Fisher (our principal who has
been taking this trip for years) agrees
with you that as long as the stream is
dry the cave has always been
passable.
Thanks again. Clare Price

We parked in the gravel lot, and after
exiting the cave, were approached by a
person in a PT Cruiser with "The Mayor"
painted on the side (making him the
Mayor?). He asked that we park all the
way forward in the lot next to the building,
not blocking the big garage door. You
should probably pass this along to
everyone. (We had parked next to the
dumpster out by the road. Thanks for you
time managing Carnegie, Joe Reeves,
TriState Grotto
I am planning a trip to Carnegie
cave this summer. The last time I
have been caving was about 4 I
years ago also to Carnegie. I am
bringing my son and his friend and
a friend of mine. This will be my
son's first time in a cave (he is 14
years old) and he is quite excited! I
am driving from the Burlington area
of New Jersey and would like to
confirm that the cave is open before
driving out there. I see the list of
instructions regarding Carnegie
Cave on your web page and will
follow them. Thanks, Joe

Hi Mr. Jones (or Franklin County
Grotto Staff), My name is Grace
Andrews and I am a student leader
for the Mount St. Mary's University
Outdoor Adventures program. We
are running a caving trip this
Saturday and my co-leader, Andrea
and I were wondering if 81 has
been opened yet. We are aware
that many of the caves in this area
have been closed due to the bat
epidemic this past year, so we were
just wondering if Carnegie was
included in that.
Thank you so
much!

Please remove me from
this list. Thank you
I didn't have time to fill out the
registry, but I took a group of
15 students and 3 adults
(including myself) to Carnegie
on Saturday July 10th. We
we're in the cave from 12 noon
to 2:30pm. Matt

Hello,
Do you know the status of
the
cave?
We
were
planning to take two groups
into it this week. One on
Wednesday, Oct 6th and the
other on Friday, Oct 8th.
With the recent rain I fear it
may be flooded.
Any
information you send me
will be appreciated. Thank
you. Clare Price
I am writing to request a map
and flyer for carnegie cave. Do
u send to my e-mail or through
the mail? Nagazero

10 Sept – 10 Dec 2010. The nearly 20-foot rise in water level on 1 December was in
response to nearly 2 inch rain event that fell between 5 and 10 AM. By Prof. Tom Feeney
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2010
Cleversburg Sink/Carnegie Activity Summary
Prepared by Ken Tayman

February 14
Cleversburg Sink; Ken T, Jon Peterson and Tom Feeney,
collected water level sensor data. There was about 18”
snow on the ground. Removed some trash.
*Water level: 25’

September 20
Carnegie Cave: After receiving an email from a caver on
the Carnegie User email list advising that the register in
Carnegie cave had no pencils to sign the register forms
with, coordinated with Messiah students to place pencils
in register on Sat 25th when they visited the cave.

March 9
Cleversburg Sink
*Kiosk: Howard & Diane White replaced the damaged
Plexiglas with 1/8” Lexan.
*Water level: Ken T, Prof. Feeney and Township
Member, Tom Ginnich, did a stream walk to locate a
siphon that takes water out of the stream and (maybe)
floods into the cave. Prof Feeney obtained permission to
install a water sensor at that location to monitor the
water there. Collected data from water level sensor and
removed some trash.
Water level 25’ (high into entrance room)

October 9
Cleversburg Sink
*Water level: Kerry Speelman (MAKC) visited the cave
and reported the water level was at about 9’, about
halfway up the ladder
November 6
Cleversburg Sink
*Water level: Ken T and Gordy Checked water level,
cleaned mud from around gate, performed lock
maintenance and removed some trash. Water level 5’
(Up to 5th rung on ladder)
Carnegie Cave
Gordy retrieved cave register, checked water level and
Ken T picked up a garbage bag of trash. The crawl to
back of cage had a couple inches of water in it

June 10
Cleversburg Sink
*Water level: June 10- Ken T and Ron Emge checked
water level and removed some trash. Water level 25’
Carnegie Cave
Ken T and Ron Emge retrieved cave register, checked
water level and picked up trash. The crawl to back of
cave was sumped. Ceiling is at least 3” under water.

November 7
Carnegie Cave
Ken T. analyzed the register, added 7 new email contacts
(representing 57 of the 148 visitors between July 7 and
Nov 6) to the Carnegie User email list. The majority of
the other visitors were covered by already existing email
contacts. Sent out an email to the new users with
guidance regarding use of park facilities for clean up,
approved parking area, safe caving basics and an update
on the WNS situation

June 11
Carnegie Cave
Ken T. analyzed the register, added 6 new email contacts
(representing 50 of the 109 visitors between Nov 2009
and June 10, 2010) to the Carnegie User email list. The
majority of the other 50+ visitors were covered by
already existing email contacts. Sent out an email to the
new users with guidance regarding use of park facilities
for clean up, approved parking area, safe caving basics
and an update on the WNS situation

December 10
Cleversburg Sink
*Water Project: Ken T met up with Prof Feeney and grad
student, Mark and dumped the water level data.
Cleaned rubbish from around the gate and picked up and
carried out some trash from around the gate and in the
sink. (Kiosk, lock and ladder are in good shape)
*Water Level: 23 feet, over the top of the ladder. The
data reflected the water level was down to 2 feet in
early Dec, but after a recent 2 inch rainstorm, it quickly
rose over 20 feet to the current 23 foot level.

September 10
Cleversburg Sink
*Water Project: Ken T visited Tom Ginnick, dropped off
June issue of Cumberland Valley Caver, met Prof Feeney
and two grad students, dumped water level data.
Performed some lock maintenance and carried out trash.
*Water level: 10 feet, about half way up the ladder.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY GROTTO

Gate on Walnut Ridge Cave, Cumberland County, PA

Photo by Gordy Ley

